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Abstract

There is a need for agent systems that can scale to real-
world applications, yet retain the clean semantic under-
pinning of more formal agent frameworks. We describe the
SRI Procedural Agent Realization Kit (SPARK), a new BDI
agent framework that combines these two qualities.

In contrast to most practical agent frameworks, SPARK
has a clear, well-defined formal semantics that is intended
to support reasoning techniques such as procedure vali-
dation, automated synthesis, and procedure repair. SPARK
also provides a variety of capabilities such as introspec-
tion and meta-level reasoning to enable more sophisticated
methods for agent control, and advisability techniques that
support user directability. On the practical side, SPARK has
several design constructs that support the development of
large-scale agent applications.

SPARK is currently being used as the agent infrastruc-
ture for a personal assistant system for a manager in an of-
fice environment.

1. Introduction

Numerous agent frameworks have been published
in the literature in recent years. These frameworks can be
categorized into two groups with very distinctive character-
istics.

The first group consists of the formal agent frame-
works that provide elegant, semantically grounded
models of agent behavior (e.g., AgentSpeak(L) [18],
Golog/ConGolog [8], and 3APL [9]). The semantic un-
derpinnings of these models enable formal reason-
ing about current and potential agent activity to ensure
that the agent meets appropriate criteria for correct-
ness and well-behavedness. Applications of these frame-
works have generally been to test problems that illustrate
features of the design, rather than to real-world prob-
lems.

The second group consists of agent frameworks
that have been designed to support demanding applica-

tions (e.g., PRS [11], PRS-Lite [13], JAM [10], RAPS [5],
dMARS [4], and JACK [2]). These frameworks are more
practical in nature, generally providing much more expres-
sive mechanisms for encoding and controlling agent behav-
ior to meet the requirements of their motivating applica-
tions. This increased sophistication, however, has generally
come at the cost of formal grounding, with the systems tak-
ing on the character of general-purpose programming envi-
ronments that are not amenable to formal analysis.

Our background lies primarily with agent frame-
works in the second category. However, our efforts to de-
ploy such frameworks in challenging applications (e.g.,
real-time tracking [7], mobile robots [12, 13], crisis action
planning [20], intelligence gathering [15], air operations
[14]) has made clear to us the need to be able to support for-
mal reasoning about both the agent’s knowledge and its exe-
cution state. These capabilities are essential for system val-
idation, effective awareness of the current situation, andthe
ability to project into the future. Thus, an ideal agent system
should combine the sophisticated representations and con-
trol of the more practical systems with principled semantics
that enable reasoning about system behavior.

These requirements have motivated us to develop
a new agent framework called SPARK (the SRI Procedu-
ral Agent Realization Kit) that attempts to combine the best
of both worlds. SPARK builds on a Belief-Desire-Intention
(BDI) model of rationality [19] that has been heavily in-
fluenced by the PRS family of agent systems. SPARK pro-
vides a flexible plan execution mechanism that interleaves
goal-directed activity and reactivity to changes in its exe-
cution environment. In contrast to the representations typi-
cally found in most practical agent systems, SPARK’s pro-
cedural language has a clear, well-defined formal semantics
that can support reasoning techniques for procedure valida-
tion, synthesis, and repair.

SPARK also contains a number of features and ca-
pabilities to support its use in constructing large-scale agent
applications in rich and dynamic domains. On the concep-
tual side, these include an expressive procedure language
with a range of control structures, a powerful introspective
capability, rich metalevel control, and an ability to support
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Figure 1. SPARK Agent Architecture

high-level user directability of agent activity. On the engi-
neering side, the execution model and treatment of variables
facilitate integration with external components. They also
allow for a range of implementations from short-timescale
reactive control systems to long-timescale workflow sys-
tems. Other features motivated by practicality include a
module system, a well-defined failure mechanism, the abil-
ity to adapt behavior at runtime, and an integrated develop-
ment environment (IDE) based on Eclipse [17].

This paper provides a high-level overview of
SPARK’s design. Sections 2, 3, and 4 outline the SPARK
architecture, language, and semantic model respec-
tively. Section 5 explores some of the advanced features
of SPARK (including the meta-level and agent guid-
ance). Section 6 describes the balance between formal and
practical concerns in the system. Section 7 describes a cur-
rent use of SPARK as the basis for an intelligent per-
sonal assistant designed to improve the productivity of
a manager-level office worker. Finally, Section 8 com-
pares SPARK with other agent systems.

2. SPARK

Figure 1 depicts the overall architecture for a
SPARK agent. Eachagent maintains aknowledge base
(KB) of beliefs about the world and itself that is updated
both by sensory input from the external world and by in-
ternal events. The agent has a library ofproceduresthat
provide declarative representations of activities for re-
sponding to events and for decomposing complex tasks into
simpler tasks. At any given time the agent has a set ofin-
tentions, which are procedure instances that it is currently
executing. The hierarchical decomposition of tasks bot-
toms out in primitive actions that instruct effectors to
bring about some change in the outside world or the inter-
nal state of the agent.

At SPARK’s core is theexecutorwhose role is to
manage the execution of intentions. It does this by repeat-
edly selecting one of the current intentions to process and
performing a single step of that intention. Steps generally
involve activities such as performing tests on and changing
the KB, adding tasks, decomposing tasks by applying pro-
cedures, or executing primitive actions.

3. Language Constructs

The specification of a SPARK agent consists of
declarations of constant, function, predicate, and action
symbols, together with facts that give the initial state of
extensional predicates and procedures that define how to
respond to events. The key syntactic structures are term
expressions, logical expressions, actions, task expressions,
and procedures.

A term expression, ν, represents a value. Atomic
term expressions are constants such as42, "Hi", and
pi, and variables of the form$x. These are combined
to form compound term expressions, including lists (e.g.,
[1 2 3]), function applications (e.g.,(- $x 1)), and
closures (e.g.,{fun [$x] (- $x 1)}). Closures rep-
resent parameterized term, logical, and task expressions that
can be passed around as first-order values.

A logical expression, φ, is constructed from
predicate symbols applied to term expressions (e.g.,
(p 1 $x)), logical operators (e.g.,(not (q)),
(and (q) (r)), (or (q) (r))), and existential
quantifiers (e.g.,(exists [$x $y] (p $x $y))).
In SPARK, the testing of a logical expression binds previ-
ously unbound variables to values that make the expression
true.

An action, α, is constructed from anac-
tion symbol and term expressions as parameters (e.g.,
(send $authorization bill)). The action may
be aprimitive action, in which case it is performed by ex-
ecuting some procedural attachment, or anonprimitive
action, in which case procedures describe how to hierarchi-
cally decompose the action into subtasks.

A task expression, τ , is an activity that when at-
tempted may either succeed or fail. Tables 1 and 2 sum-
marize SPARK’s task expressions (simplified somewhat for
the sake of presentation). The basic task expressions include
trying to perform some action and trying to bring about or
“achieve” the truth of some atomic logical expression if it
is not already true. The compound task expressions are con-
structed from basic task expressions usingtask operators. In
each of the compound task expressions (with the sole excep-
tion of τ in [try: τ τ1 τ2]) if one of the component task
expressions fails then the compound task expression then
fails. Also, each test of a conditionφ is intended to remain
valid up to the start of execution of the appropriate task ex-
pression. For example, at the time[while: φ τ1 τ2] starts



[noop:] Do nothing.
[fail:] Fail.

[conclude: φ] Add factφ to the KB.
[retract: φ] Remove facts matchingφ from the KB.

[do: α] Perform the actionα.
[achieve: φ] Attempt to makeφ true.

Table 1. Basic Task Expressions

[seq: τ1 τ2] Executeτ1 and thenτ2.
[parallel: τ1 τ2] Executeτ1 andτ2 in parallel.

[if: φ τ1 τ2] If φ is true, executeτ1
otherwise executeτ2.

[try: τ τ1 τ2] If τ succeeds, executeτ1,
otherwise executeτ2.

[wait: φ τ] Wait until φ is true, then executeτ .
[while: φ τ1 τ2] Repeatτ1 until φ has no solution

then executeτ2.

Table 2. Compound Task Expressions

executingτ2, φ is guaranteed to be false. The exact mean-
ing of this will be made clear in Section 4.2.

At its simplest, a SPARK procedure has
the form {defprocedure name cue: event
precondition: φ body: τ}. This indicates that if
φ is true wheneventoccurs, then executingτ is a valid
way of responding. The cue event may be of the form
[newfact: φ] to respond to the factφ being added to
the KB, or[achieve: φ] or [do: α] to respond to a
new task. The procedure in Figure 2 specifies that when-
ever a fact of the form(order $id $user $item)
becomes true, where$item is expensive and$user’s
boss is$boss, then the action(inform $boss $id)
should be performed.

4. Semantics

Thecognitive stateof an agent at any time is given
by its KB and a set of active procedure instances called the
intention structure. We model the task expressions that form
the bodies of procedures by finite state machines (FSMs).
This allows us to model the intention structure by a set of
FSM instances, one per intended procedure instance. Each

{defprocedure "PlaceOrder"
cue: [newfact: (order $id $user $item)]
precondition: (and (Expensive $item)

(Supervisor $user $boss))
body: [do: (inform $boss $id)]}

Figure 2. An Example Procedure

FSM instance is an FSM plus anFSM state(abbreviated
to statewhere unambiguous) indicating the current execu-
tion state of that FSM.

Both sensory input and procedure execution can
change the state of the KB, which in turn can cause new pro-
cedure instances to be added to the intention structure. The
dynamics of an agent are modeled by transitions on the KB
and intention structure models. Hierarchical task expansion
is modeled as assertions of “desires” into the KB that trig-
ger the addition of new FSM instances. On completion of
these FSM instances, the KB is updated to record their suc-
cess or failure. For primitive actions, we do not explicitly
model the action of the effectors. Instead we assume that
the effectors are triggered by the existence of the “desires”
and that the success or failure of the actions is recorded by
sensory input.

4.1. KB Semantics

An agent’s KB is a set of ground literals. A ground
literal is considered true with respect to the KB if and only
if it is an element of that set. We evaluate the truth of a log-
ical expression, given an assignment of values to free vari-
ables, in the standard way. KB changes are simple additions
and deletions of ground literals.

4.2. Task Expressions as State Machines

Each task expression,τ , is interpreted as an FSM,
or more precisely a family of FSMs equivalent under state
renaming. Each transition of the FSM is labeled withguard
conditions that test the KB andeffectsthat modify the KB.
The set of FSM state names,Σ, includes thedistinguished
states:

σ◦ the initial state

σ+ the success state

σ− the failure state.

An FSM,M , is defined to be a set of transitions,

each of the formσs
~c|~e
−→σt whereσs ∈ Σ \ {σ+, σ−} is the

source state;σt ∈ Σ \ {σ◦} is the target state;~c = c1...cn
is a sequence of conditions of the formci = φ or φ̄ where
φ is a logical expression; and~e is a sequence of effects of
the formψ or ψ̄ whereψ is anatomic logical expression.
ε denotes an empty condition sequence or effect sequence.

The FSM{σ◦ ε|~e
−→σ+} is so common that we abbreviate it

asM~e. A transition isallowed if all conditionsφ are true
with respect to the KB at the time of the transition and all
conditionsφ̄ are not true.

Note that uniformly renaming the non-
distinguished states in an FSM yields a new FSM that
is functionally identical to the original. We will use an in-
dividual FSM,M , to represent the equivalence set|τ | of



identical FSMs corresponding to a task expression,τ , writ-
ingM = |τ | rather thanM ∈ |τ |.

To define the FSMs corresponding to compound
task expressions, we introduce the following operators.

• φ::M prepends the conditionφ to the conditions of
each transition inM leading from the initial state,σ◦.

• [σ]M replaces all occurrences ofσ◦ with σ.

• M dσe replaces all occurrences ofσ+ with σ.

• M bσc replaces all occurrences ofσ− with σ.

• M1 ∪ M2 contains all transitions from bothM1 and
M2 where the states ofM1 andM2, other than the dis-
tinguished states and those explicitly introduced, have
been uniformly renamed to ensure that they are dis-
joint.

We can now specify the subset of possible FSMs
that correspond to SPARK task expressions. We require
the following three well-behavedness conditions on such
FSMs: (i)σ◦ has only outgoing transitions, (ii) for any KB
state at least one outgoing transition fromσ◦ must be al-
lowed, (iii) σ+ andσ− are the only states that have no out-
going transitions.

• |[noop:]| = {σ◦ ε|ε
−→σ+} = M ε There is a single

transition from the initial state to the success state with
an empty condition list and no effect on the KB.

• |[fail:]| = {σ◦ ε|ε
−→σ−} There is a single transition

from the initial state to the failure state with no effect
on the KB.

• |[conclude: ψ]| = {σ◦ ε|ψ−→σ+} = Mψ There is
a single transition from the initial state to the success
state with an empty condition list and the effect of
addingψ to the KB.

• |[retract: ψ]| = {σ◦ ε|ψ̄−→σ+} = M ψ̄ There is
a single transition from the initial state to the success
state with an empty condition list and the effect of re-
movingψ from the KB if it is present.

• |[do: α]| = {σ◦ε|(d α)
−→ σ, σ

(s α)|ε
−→ σ+, σ

(f α)|ε
−→ σ−}

The desire to perform actionα is posted by assert-
ing (d α) into the KB. The FSM then waits in stateσ
until either the success(s α) or failure(f α) of the ac-
tion has been reported.

• |[achieve: φ]| = {σ◦ φ|ε−→σ+, σ◦φ̄|(d φ)
−→ σ, σ

(s φ)|ε
−→ σ+,

σ
(f φ)|ε
−→ σ−} Here the desire to achieveφ is posted

only if the conditionφ is not already satisfied.

• |[seq: τ1 τ2]| = |τ1| dσe∪[σ] |τ2| where the success
state of|τ1| and the initial state of|τ2| are replaced by
a new stateσ joining the two FSMs. Note that if there
are no transitions to the success state of|τ1|, then it
will be impossible to reach any of the states in|τ2|.

• |[if: φ τ1 τ2]| = φ::|τ1| ∪ φ̄::|τ2| where the condi-
tion φ is added to all initial transitions of|τ1| and φ̄
is added to those of|τ2|. Note that rather than sequen-
tially performing the test and then executing the appro-
priate task expression, we instead require the appropri-
ate condition,φ or φ̄, to hold at the timeτ1 or τ2 per-
forms its first transition, thus eliminating the possibil-
ity of something changing the truth ofφ between the
test and the task execution. This provides an impor-
tant transactional capability that many agent systems
lack.

• |[try: τ τ1 τ2]| = |τ | dσ1e bσ2c∪[σ1] |τ1|∪[σ2] |τ2|
where the success state of|τ | and initial state of|τ1| are
replaced by a new stateσ1, and the failure state of|τ |
and the initial state of|τ2| are replaced by a new state
σ2.

• |[wait: φ τ]| = M ε dσe ∪ [σ]φ::|τ | where there is
an initial transition to an internal stateσ after which it
is possible to transition into|τ | only if φ is true. The
initial M ε transition exists to satisfy well-behavedness
condition (ii).

• |[while: φ τ1 τ2]| = M ε dσe ∪ [σ]φ::|τ1| dσe ∪
[σ] φ̄::|τ2| where there is an initial transition to an in-
ternal stateσ at which point, ifφ is true,τ1 will be
executed returning toσ; otherwiseτ2 will be exe-
cuted. The initialM ε transition exists to satisfy well-
behavedness condition (i).

For simplicity in this paper, we have restricted the
above semantic model of SPARK task expressions to atomic
term expressions (i.e., no closures, list, or functions) and we
have ignored the housekeeping involved in managing differ-
ent “do” and “achieve” task instances. We have skipped the
semantics for tasks of the form[parallel: τ1 τ2] due
to the complexity of treating failed subtasks.

We have also not described the treatment of free
variables. Allowing free variables requires extending theex-
ecution state of the FSM to include a set of variable bind-
ings, mapping variables to values. Roughly speaking, a tran-
sition is allowed if there is a set of variable bindings con-
sistent with the existing variable bindings that makes the
positive transition conditions true. When a transition is per-
formed, one of the possible sets of bindings is selected and
those variable bindings are added to the execution state of
the FSM. In this way, the set of variable bindings grows pro-
gressively as the FSM is executed.

4.3. Execution Semantics

The execution of an agent consists of repeatedly
processing sensory input, stepping procedure instances, and
dropping completed procedure instances. Each of these ac-
tivities can change the KB, which in turn can cause new pro-
cedure instances to be added to the intention structure.



We model the application of changes~e to a KB by
the functionK ′ = apply(~e,K) that adds or removes atomic
facts atomic facts fromK as required. We model the inten-
tion structure by a set of FSM instances, being pairs of an
FSM and an FSM state,I = {

〈

M1, σ1
〉

...
〈

Mk, σk
〉

}. The
consequential changes to the intention structure caused by
a change in the KB are then modeled by a set of FSM in-
stances to be added to the intention structure, calculated as
follows.

Given a set of procedures, a functionappl(K ′, φ)
determines a set of applicable FSMs{M1, ...,Mn} that
could be intended when a factφ has been added to pro-
duce the new KBK ′. We collect the FSMsMi = |τi|
derived from the bodyτi of each procedure whose cue
matchesφ and whose precondition is satisfied byK ′. The
cue [do: α] matches(d α), [achieve: φ′] matches
(d φ′), and[newfact: φ] matches anything else.

A selection function,select(appl(K ′, φ),K ′, φ)
determines which of these FSMs get added to the intention
structure. The default selection function acts as follows,de-
pending upon whetherφ is (i) a desire to perform a non-
primitive action(d α) or to achieve a condition(d φ′), or
(ii) some other new fact.

(i) If appl(K ′, (d x)) is empty, a “failure” FSMM (f x) is
added. Otherwise, a single FSM is selected randomly.

(ii) All FSMs in appl(K ′, φ) are used.

The change-inducing steps in the execution of an
agent can be modeled by a fair interleaving of the following
operations on the KB and intention structure.

Sensory Input applies a set of changes to the KB.

Task Execution selects an FSM instance〈M,σ〉 ∈ I with

a transitionσ
~c|~e
−→σ′ that is allowed inK. The state of

the FSM instance is updatedI ′ = (I \ {〈M,σ〉}) ∪
{〈M,σ′〉} before the changes~e are made.

Task Removal selects a completed FSM instance
〈M,σ〉 ∈ I where σ ∈ {σ+, σ−} and removes
it: I ′ = I \ {〈M,σ〉}. If the FSM was for a de-
sire (d x) the appropriate fact(s x) or (f x) is added
to the KB.

Each of these steps is immediately followed by
the addition of FSM instances〈M,σ◦〉 for eachM ∈
select(appl(K ′, φ),K ′, φ)} whereφ has become true (i.e.,
φ ∈ K ′\K).

5. Reflective Capabilities / Advanced Features

SPARK provides two introspective capabili-
ties (influenced heavily by concepts in PRS) that endow
each agent with a level of “self-awareness” of its own ex-
ecution state. One capability is a set of predicates and

actions that provide access to an agent’s intention struc-
ture. The second capability is a set ofmeta-predicates
that track significant execution events, including the exis-
tence of multiple candidate procedure instances for a task,
and the successful or failed completion of a task. The value
of these meta-predicates is that they can be used to trig-
ger meta-proceduresfor modifying system behavior. Ex-
amples of current usage of such meta-procedures within
SPARK are given below.

• Meta-predicates can trigger the logging of information
about the agent’s state and progress of execution.

• Customized failure response can be achieved through
meta-procedures that respond to task failure meta-
predicates.

• The default procedure selection mechanism (Sec-
tion 4.3) can be replaced by alternatives. For example,
meta-level procedures can be used to select between
the applicable procedures on the basis of advice sup-
plied by the user. More sophisticated meta-level predi-
cates might be used to indicate that a new procedure is
required and request one from the user, or from a plan-
ning or reasoning system.

5.1. Agent Guidance

One unique feature of SPARK is its built-in ca-
pability to support directability of an agent through user-
specifiedguidance. This guidance, which is represented as
a set of declarative policies, can be used to explicitly bound
the activities that an agent is allowed to perform without
user involvement. Guidance is expressed in a high-level lan-
guage that shields the user from having to know the details
of the system’s underlying knowledge or its execution state
at any point in time.

Guidance could be defined from the perspective of
either explicitly enabling or restricting agent activities. We
are interested in domains where agents will generally need
to operate with high degrees of autonomy. For this reason,
we assume a permissive environment: unless stated other-
wise, agents are allowed to operate independently of hu-
man interaction. In this context, guidance is used to limit the
scope of activities that can be performed autonomously. Ac-
tivities outside that set may still be performable, but require
some form of interaction with the user. SPARK supports
two types of guidance:strategy preferenceandadjustable
autonomy(see [16] for details).

Guidance for strategy preference comprises rec-
ommendations on how an agent should accomplish tasks.
These preferences could indicate specific procedures to em-
ploy or restrictions on procedures that should not be em-
ployed, as well as constraints on how plan variables can
be instantiated. For example, the directive“Use Expedia to
find options for flying to Washington next week”expresses



a preference over approaches to finding flight information
for planning a particular trip. On the other hand, the direc-
tive “Don’t schedule project-related meetings for Monday
mornings” restricts the choice for instantiating parameters
that denote project meeting times.

Guidance for adjustable autonomy enables a su-
pervisor to vary the degree to which agents can act with-
out human intervention. This form of guidance can be used
to force the agent to seek permission for executing desig-
nated procedures (e.g.,“Obtain permission before making
any revisions to my schedule”) and to require that the user
be consulted for certain decisions such as instantiating vari-
ables or selecting among alternative procedures (e.g.,“Con-
sult me when deciding how to respond to requests to cancel
staff meetings”).

Guidance can be asserted and retracted throughout
the scope of an agent’s operation, thus providing the means
to tailor agent behavior dynamically in accord with a user’s
changing perspective on what he or she feels comfortable
delegating to the agent. This comfort level may change as a
result of the user acquiring more confidence in the agent’s
ability to perform certain tasks, or the need for the user to
focus his problem-solving skills on more important matters.

Guidance is implemented through meta-level pro-
cedures that test properties associated with tasks, proce-
dures, and actions. Two key properties used in specifying
advice and guidance arefeaturesandroles. Features iden-
tify characteristics of procedures and actions (e.g., “COM-
MUNICATIVE”), whereas roles identify how particular pa-
rameters are used within an action (e.g., “RECIPIENT” pa-
rameter of a “SENDEMAIL” action).

6. Balancing Formal and Practical Concerns

SPARK has been designed as a framework to sup-
port the development of real-world agent systems. That re-
quirement has led to the inclusion of several capabilities
within SPARK geared toward practical concerns. In addi-
tion, our experience with applications has made clear the
need for a well-defined semantics for both an agent’s knowl-
edge and its execution model to enable various forms of rea-
soning about the agent and its capabilities. To date, we have
concentrated on the practical aspects of the framework, as
described in Section 6.1. Our work on the formal side has
been limited to implementing the foundations to support the
future reasoning capabilities described in Section 6.2.

6.1. Practical Features

The main practical concerns that have driven the
development of SPARK areease of integration, scalability,
failure handling, anddeveloper support.

SPARK’s treatment of predicates and logical vari-
ables allows a logic-based interpretation of its task repre-

sentation as required to support reasoning about procedures.
However, SPARK does not use full unification as in other
logic-based languages, but rather a restricted form of pat-
tern matching. As a consequence, data values in SPARK
are always fully instantiated, eliminating the need for vari-
able dereferencing or explicit unbinding of variables. The
benefits include a simpler implementation and easier inte-
gration of SPARK with external components written in pro-
cedural, functional, and object-oriented programming lan-
guages, without sacrificing logical semantics.

The language and execution models of SPARK
were designed to allow diverse implementations covering
different timescales. The current implementation of SPARK
is as an interpreter written in Python. Python was chosen for
its rapid prototyping capabilities, open source implemen-
tation, and ability to compile to the Java Virtual Machine
via Jython (facilitating SPARK’s integration with systems
such as OAA [3] and SHAKEN [1]). By suitably restrict-
ing SPARK higher-level constructs, it is feasible to com-
pile SPARK into efficient code in target languages such as
C and C++ that could be used for applications requiring fast
response times (e.g., robot control).

The semantic model of SPARK’sif:, try:, and
wait: constructs provides much finer control over failure
handling and race conditions than its predecessor, PRS, and
does this in a way that is well-grounded formally. The con-
cept of failure is fundamental within the finite state machine
model of SPARK execution. More research is required into
different ways of specifying failure recovery, but the exist-
ing SPARK language constructs and formal model provide
a good starting point.

For modularity, SPARK uses a hierarchical name-
space for functions, predicates, actions, and constants. This
simplifies both the parallel development of agent knowl-
edge and the reuse of knowledge, both of which are criti-
cal for large-scale applications.

For developer support, SPARK has an IDE built on
top of IBM’s Eclipse Platform [17]. The IDE provides edit-
ing and debugging capabilities, with access to the internal
state of execution of SPARK agents.

In the future, we plan to extend SPARK with a
number of additional practically-motivated capabilities: a
type system for static and dynamic type checking; compi-
lation into a variety of target languages; the ability to have
procedures persisting over very long times, with the abil-
ity to recover after machine crashes.

6.2. Formal Reasoning

Two main challenges motivate the need for formal
reasoning within an agent system:knowledge modelingand
self-awareness.

Knowledge modeling refers to the formulation of
the activity knowledge that an agent uses to respond to stim-



uli (events, tasks) within its operating environment. Formu-
lating procedural representations of activity knowledge,as
required by SPARK, presents a significant modeling chal-
lenge. Current practice mostly relies on the handcrafting of
such knowledge – a practice that is both time-consuming
and error-prone. The use of a formally grounded represen-
tation framework can help to address the knowledge model-
ing problem by enabling three types of reasoning. First,ver-
ification and validationtechniques can be applied to iden-
tify shortcomings in handcrafted knowledge. Second,pro-
cedure synthesistechniques can be used (in some cases) to
generate composite procedures from descriptions of possi-
ble activities. Third,learning methods can be used to adapt
existing procedural knowledge to handle unexpected situa-
tions that arise at runtime. Our future work will explore how
to provide such reasoning services within SPARK.

Self-awareness refers to an agent’s ability to in-
trospect on its own knowledge and activities to understand
its operation. As agent systems grow in complexity, self-
awareness is essential to ensuring appropriate agent exe-
cution. The introspective and meta-level capabilities within
SPARK provide a strong foundation upon which to build
self-awareness functionality. Currently, we are developing
three capabilities of this type.Temporal projectionsup-
ports the ability to reason into the future based on a formal
representation of an agent’s objectives, commitments, and
knowledge, to ensure that objectives can be met and unde-
sirable consequences avoided; temporal projection is criti-
cal to ensuring that local decisions made by an agent are
consistent with long-term objectives.Explanationof agent
activity is necessary when agents operate on behalf of a hu-
man, and so must be able to justify their actions to him or
her. Recognition of knowledge limitsis essential to ensur-
ing that an agent does not undertake activities that lie be-
yond the scope of its problem-solving abilities.

7. SPARK-based Personal Assistant

SPARK provides general-purpose agent technol-
ogy for a range of domains that require reactive task execu-
tion. To date, the driving application for SPARK has been
the development of an intelligent personal assistant for a
high-level knowledge worker. This assistant, called CALO,
will be able to perform routine tasks on behalf of its user
(e.g., arrange meetings, complete online forms, file email),
as well as undertake open-ended processes (e.g., purchas-
ing a computer online), and anticipate future needs of its
user.

At the heart of CALO is a SPARK-basedtask man-
ager that initiates, tracks, and executes activities and com-
mitments on behalf of its user, while remaining respon-
sive to external events. The task manager is capable of
fully autonomous operation (i.e., for tasks that are dele-
gated completely by the user), but can also operate in a

mixed-initiative fashion when the user prefers to be more in-
volved in task execution. The desired level of autonomy can
be specified by the user through SPARK’sguidancemech-
anisms (see Section 5.1).

To date, task manager development has focused
on managing the user’s calendar, performing certain rou-
tine tasks (e.g., email management), and supporting com-
puter purchases.

8. Comparison to Other Agent Frameworks

At the theoretical end of the spectrum of agent
languages there are logic-based agent languages, such as
AgentSpeak(L) [18], Golog/ConGolog [8], and 3APL [9],
that were designed primarily to have well-defined formal
properties. These do not scale well for use in building large
applications that need to integrate with and control other
systems.

At the other extreme lie commercial agent de-
velopment systems such as JACK [2]. The JACK Agent
Language is an extension of Java that incorporates agent-
oriented concepts and it comes with a suite of tools for
developing and deploying “commercial-grade” multiagent
sytems. However, since JACK is an extension of Java, if you
want to reason about and synthesize JACK agents’ plans,
you need to be able to reason about and construct Java pro-
grams – not something that Java was designed for.

SPARK falls between these extremes. The finite
state machine model of SPARK execution is much more
amenable to formal analysis than the extended Java pro-
grams of JACK. An additional advantage is that SPARK al-
lows new procedures to be constructed on-the-fly at run-
time as a result of reasoning about new situations. Com-
pared with the logic-based agent languages, SPARK’s treat-
ment of variables and the FSM model of execution make
SPARK a closer fit for integration with external components
and allow for simple and efficient implementations.

SPARK has been heavily influenced by PRS, par-
ticularly with respect to the design of the meta level. Com-
pared with PRS, SPARK has a more precisely defined se-
mantic model and a greater emphasis on engineering issues.

The robotics community has produced a number of
agent systems that serve as task-level controllers for man-
aging the activities of mobile robots (e.g., PRS-lite [13]
and RAP [6]). As with SPARK, these sytems act as em-
bedded controllers in a dynamic world, applying predefined
libraries of procedural knowledge to perform tasks and re-
spond to unexpected events. Like SPARK, these procedu-
ral languages provide great flexibility and expressivenessin
order to handle the complexities inherent to activity in the
real world. The nature of the robotics applications, how-
ever, has resulted in some significant technical differences
from SPARK. Responsiveness is paramount for robotics ap-
plications, resulting in architectural designs that try keep



the execution cycle time on the order of tens of millisec-
onds. For this reason, the type of reflective reasoning pro-
vided by SPARK is not supported. Furthermore, program
variables of different types are often used to characterize
world state rather than the more general declarative knowl-
edge base used within SPARK. Finally, little attention has
been paid by the robotics community to issues related to
reasoning about procedures, with the result that the seman-
tics of the richer representation languages are not well de-
fined.

9. Conclusions

To tackle many real-world applications, agent sys-
tems need both a strong formal model and a practical imple-
mentation that scales well and integrates with other compo-
nents. Motivated by these two needs, SPARK has taken the
middle ground between theoretical agent formalisms and
large-scale agent implementation systems, by providing an
expressive and practical agent development system backed
by a logical semantic model.

SPARK is currently being used as the process rep-
resentation and execution mechanism in CALO, a large
agent system that integrates a variety of AI technologies.
To date, the development of SPARK has concentrated on
the practical aspects of the formalism required to support
CALO. In the future, we plan to apply the formal proper-
ties of SPARK to the problem of reasoning about agents
and their capabilities.
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